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The perceptual linearization of video display systems should play a significant role in medical image presentation. It maximizes the faithfulness of information transfer to the human observer; it provides a method for standardizing the appearance of images across different display devices; and it allows for calculation of the inherent contrast resolution of different display devices. This paper provides insight into the process of perceptual linearization by decomposing it into the digital driving level-to-monitor luminance relationship, the monitor luminance-to-human brightness perception relationship, and the construction of a linearization function derived from these two relationships. A discussion of previous work in these areas is given. We then compare and contrast the results of previous work with recent experiments in our laboratory and related work in vision and computer science. We conclude that (1) sufficiently good visual models exist for agreeing on a standard method of calculating the perceptual linearization function; (2) improvements in the resolution and luminance distribution of the digital-to-analog circuitry in display systems are required for medical imaging; and (3), methods for calculating a linearization remapping from a perceptual linearization function currently have significant error and should be replaced with methods that minimize perceptual error.
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PERCEPTUAL linearization of video display monitors should play a significant role in medical image presentation. First, it allows the maximum transfer of information to the human observer because each change in digital driving level of the display yields a perceptually equal step in perceived brightness by the human observer. Second, for an image to be perceived as similarly as possible when seen on different displays, the two displays must be standardized, which can be done when they have been perceptually linearized. Third, perceptual linearization allows us to calculate the perceived dynamic range of the display device, which allows comparing the maximum inherent contrast resolution of different devices.

Perceptual linearization was first suggested for medical image presentation by Pizer and Chan, and in follow-up work at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). To best visually present an image represented as digital data to the human observer, we would like to maximize the information transferred in mapping the digital driving levels (DDLs) to perceived brightness levels. Perceptually linearizing the mapping from the image data space to the human observer’s visual sensory space most faithfully transmits changes in intensities in the image to the human observer. This simply means that to the human observer, equal absolute changes in the input values to the display system should result in equal absolute changes in the perceived visual sensation.

Many advantages have been attributed to linearization. Most of these were first described by Pizer and Chan, and have been further qualified more recently by others. We will categorize them as error minimization, standardization, and characterization.

Minimization of error in the display system refers to minimizing distortions in the relationship between input data and perceived sensations, so that equal changes in DDLs are reflected as equal changes in perceived brightness. We have intentionally chosen not to refer to this as optimization, to carefully distinguish perceptual linearization from choosing an optimal grayscale processing for an image. Perceptual linearization by itself is not intended to be the optimal grayscale presentation of the original data. The important choice of best grayscale presentation is dependent on the specific image content and visual task, and occurs before the linearization. For instance, some image-process-
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ing technique (window and level, or adaptive histogram equalization) might be performed on the original image, resulting in the desired gray-scale processed image, whose data values are distributed in a linear uniform manner. Then the perceptual linearization is responsible for making sure the relationships in these data are properly conveyed to the human observer by having the display system reflect the equal changes in the input data as equal changes in the perceived sensations of the human observer.

Standardization is the attempt to make images presented on different display devices appear similar. As modes of radiologic acquisition become increasingly computerized, more and more of the display media are digitally based (computed tomography, nuclear medicine, magnetic resonance imaging, positron-emission tomography, computed radiography). This has increased the need for standardization as more images are viewed on monitors as well as on light boxes. Blume et al.12 provide a list of several advantages of standardization: predictable and reproducible gray-scale rendition, similarity between presentations of the same image on different display devices, and the ability to make comparisons between quantitative observer performance measurements over different display systems.

Perceptual linearization provides a quantitative characterization of the display system. First, the quantitative information generated from the linearization provides a better description of a display system than simply the luminance range of the monitor. This would help in comparing display systems. Second, the quantification provides specific information that helps the manufacturer of the display system make the best design choices.

With the increasing use of video monitors for the display of medical images in radiology departments, we are seeing an increased awareness of the problems of video display, especially in the areas of obtaining and maintaining high-quality reproduction of the images, and in the area of standardizing presentations of images across different display systems. To achieve the benefits of error minimization, standardization, and characterization of the display systems, the medical community needs to fully understand perceptual linearization and agree upon a methodology for computing the linearization. Others have advocated this need and proposed display function standards.11,12 Before a decision is made on such a standard it is necessary to understand all the issues involved. This paper will attempt to provide a basic understanding of the issues involved in perceptual linearization. A complete description of perception linearization as applied to medical imaging in radiology is given in an earlier paper.13 In the second section of the paper, we present a paradigm for describing perceptual linearization in its three basic components: monitor luminance to perceived brightness, DDLs to monitor luminance, and calculation of a resulting linearization given the first two relationships. In the next three sections, we address each of these components in turn. In each of these sections we cover previous work in this and related fields, as well as new results from our laboratory and tie these results into a single framework for analysis. Finally, the last section summarizes what conclusions can be drawn from the earlier sections, and discusses what areas still require investigation.

PARADIGM FOR PERCEPTUAL LINEARIZATION

The process of displaying an image on a video display monitor to the human observer is depicted in Fig 1. This paradigm applies equally well to the display of images on film. Initially, an object such as the human body is scanned, and the resulting signal (for instance tissue density) is represented on the computer as a matrix of points, called pixels. This scanning samples the original source data (continuous analog function) into discrete data (set of digital values). Each pixel is represented by a scalar value, usually in the range of 0 to 4,096 for medical image data. These are the values referred to as “recorded intensities” in Fig 1. The optional second step is that some set of image-processing operations such as intensity windowing or contrast enhancement may be performed on the recorded intensities resulting in the displayable intensities. These values are then scaled into DDLs, which must be in the range accepted by the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) of the display system. This scaling is done by a table lookup operation, often referred to as a lookup table (LUT) or color map table. LUTs are often
used to do intensity windowing dynamically, or to implement a linearization LUT (these are sometimes called gamma correction curves). The output of the LUT goes to the DAC, which takes the input DDL and converts it to an analog voltage level which is used to drive the monitor at different luminance levels. The luminance generated by the monitor is then recorded and processed by the eye-brain human visual system, resulting in the sensation of brightness by the human observer.

Two important topics relevant to the discussion of perceptual linearization are described elsewhere and are not discussed in this paper: imperfect display devices and imperfect source images. The standard video display device in use today is the cathode-ray tube (CRT) and there are known problems with the reproduction of luminance values on CRTs. Discussion of such problems including spatial and temporal nonlinearities, CRT noise, internal scatter, and distortion are well described. The second area is noise in the source image. Noise in the source image has been discussed in some of the linearization work and also incorporated into some of the recently proposed visual models discussed below in the section on applying human visual models.

From the standpoint of linearization there are two important relationships in this process, that of the DDLs of the computer’s DAC and the luminance of the monitor, and that of the monitor luminance and the brightness perceived by the human observer. The first relationship of DAC to luminance will be referred to as DACLUM. The second relationship, that of luminance to perceived brightness, is best examined using a luminance contrast sensitivity function (CSF). CSFs measure the change in luminance (ΔL) required for a target, so that it may be detected from the surround luminance (L) as a function of the surround luminance. More specifically, contrast thresholds are defined as ΔL/L, whereas CSFs are defined as its reciprocal, i.e., L/ΔL. CSFs in this paper will refer to L/ΔL versus L, whereas in vision literature, CSFs usually refer to L/ΔL versus spatial frequency of the target.

If we think of the DACLUM and CSF curves as functions, and compose them on their common variable of luminance, we arrive at a CSF*DACLUM function that defines the overall effect of the DACs, monitors, and human perception in the display system. The inverse of this function can be determined and used to remap the image values to perceptually linearize the relationship between the gray levels of the image in the computer and the sensation of brightness to the human observer. Thus, we have defined the three important components of perceptual linearization: the DACLUM curve, the CSF curve, and the linearization curve, which is the inverse of CSF*DACLUM. We will first consider the CSF curve, which can be
considered fixed because of the wiring of the visual system. Second, we will consider the DACLUM curve, which is decided by the manufacturers and designers of the video display system, and should be based on the CSF curve. Finally, we will consider the calculation of the linearization, which depends on the results of both the CSF and DACLUM components.

**RELATIONSHIP OF LUMINANCE TO PERCEIVED BRIGHTNESS**

The CSF curve shows the relationship between the luminance displayed on a monitor and the brightness perceived by the human observer. The important attributes are the luminance range of the monitor and the distribution of distinguishable gray levels over that range that are perceivable by the human observer. The luminance range of display devices may vary between devices, as well as grow larger as higher brightness monitors are developed. By characterizing the CSF over the entire luminance range of the human visual system, we can define the CSF response at all possible monitor luminance levels.

Our goal is to quantitatively model the human observer’s sensitivity to contrast differences, i.e., an observer’s ability to distinguish between different luminance levels. Quantitatively modeling the CSF allows us to calculate proportional changes in contrast sensitivity of the human observer that will correspond to equal proportional changes in DDLs. It also allows us to calculate the perceived dynamic range (PDR) of the human observer for a display system, where the PDR is the number of different gray levels that can be distinguished for that display system. The problem that arises in defining a CSF is that there is no overall function valid across the many variables affecting the presentation of an image (size of the image, luminance of the surround, ambient light, viewing distance, adaptation, etc). We can define CSFs for specific experimental tasks and measure them. However, these would only be accurate models for tasks that exactly match the experimental conditions. This suggests two different avenues of exploration. One method is to take experimental or theoretical models from vision research and parameterize them to fit the clinical presentation task as closely as possible.

The second avenue is to create experimental tasks that match generic clinical image presentation situations and empirically define a CSF for that task. These are discussed and compared in detail below.

**Applying Models From Vision Research**

Researchers have been studying the human observer’s ability to make contrast distinctions for well over 100 years. Early experiments often consisted of determining relationships between two physical patches of possibly differing luminance. Experiments that measured this relationship were graphed as \( \Delta L/L \) versus \( L \); where \( \Delta L \) is the change in luminance required to detect a difference from the surrounding field of luminance, \( L \). These curves are generally referred to as contrast threshold curves. An example study depicting this relationship is shown in Fig 2. The contrast threshold, or the minimum difference between two luminances at which an observer can detect a difference between the luminances, is also referred to as a just noticeable difference.5

By the early twentieth century it was recognized that the overall luminance range of the human observer19 is \( \sim 0 \) to \( 10^8 \) candela/m² and contrast threshold over this range could be broken into three areas: scotopic, mesotopic, and photopic. In the low-luminance scotopic region (below \( \sim 5 \times 10^{-3} \) cd/m²), the lumi-

![Fig 2. Representative experimental results showing contrast threshold relationship, \( \Delta L/L \), versus \( L \) (from Murhinson19).](image-url)
nance detection is mainly via rods, with significant contribution from the parafoveal area. In this region, referred to as the Rose-De Vries region, contrast detection is dependent on luminance and roughly follows a power \((- \frac{1}{2})\) law. In the photopic region beginning around 1 \(\text{cd}/\text{m}^2\) to 10 \(\text{cd}/\text{m}^2\), referred to as the Weber region, the contrast threshold is generally constant, and the response is mainly from the foveal area, which is tightly and homogeneously packed with cones.\(^\text{20}\) The curve in this region is described by the Weber-Fechner law, which states that for a luminance, \(L\), and a change in luminance, \(\Delta L\), the ratio \(\Delta L/L\) is constant. The most sensitive (smallest) measured value of this constant is in the range 0.003\(^\text{21}\) to 0.01.\(^\text{20}\) Finally, the mesotopic region describes the middle area between these two regions where there is a combination of the effects of the scotopic and photopic regions.

In more recent times, especially since the advent of computers and video displays, work has concentrated on the presentation of gratings (square or sine wave, generally) centered on a large surround background luminance, where the observer's task is to detect the grating. This has lead to the development of CSFs that define the contrast sensitivity of an observer, defined by \(L/\Delta L\), versus the spatial frequency of the grating (ie, cycles/degree).\(^\text{22,23}\) More recently some researchers have extended the stimulus targets to include different types of objects, eg, gaussian blobs.\(^\text{24,25}\)

Many experimental or theoretical models have been proposed, including models based on empirical evidence and physiologic measurements on animals. Although several of these models, including both empirically oriented models such as log relationships (Weber-Fechner, etc), power law (\(\frac{1}{2}\) law, etc), and exponential density relationship and physiologically based models (local cone, global cone, etc), offer good general descriptions of the relationship, they do not provide the necessary parameters (such as stimulus descriptions, image and visual noise, luminance of stimulus and surround, ambient light levels, etc) to model important attributes of the presentation that are present in the clinical environment.

However, several authors\(^\text{16,17}\) have recently defined models based on mathematical descriptions of the components of the human visual system that more completely and accurately represent the visual function. To test their models, they have taken empirical studies from the literature, encoded the parameters of the study into their visual model, and found that their models accurately predict the experimental results\(^\text{16,26}\) (S. Daley, personal communication, January 1994). If we can parameterize more comprehensive models such as these to match clinical situations, we should be able to reasonably predict the CSF for a specific presentation situation. Furthermore, by studying the range of possible CSF values, we may be able to determine a single CSF that represents the majority of clinical conditions. Blume et al\(^\text{12}\) have calculated estimates for several individual presentation conditions for each of the Barten, Daly, and Rogers-Carel models. Importantly, they found good agreement between the predictions of these models, and have suggested the adoption of either the Barten or Daly models for use as a display function standard.\(^\text{12}\)

We have studied the three models\(^\text{16,17,27}\) and implemented the Barten model based on the descriptions in Barten\(^\text{16,28,29}\) and Blume.\(^\text{12}\) We then performed preliminary investigations to see (1) whether the different models were complete enough (ie, did they take into account factors we found to be significant in our previous experimental work); and (2) whether by examination of the ranges of parameter values to the Barten model we could find a single set of parameter values that would be suitable for the purpose of specifying a representative CSF. After this, we examine how well our recent experimental results correlate with the representative CSF model predictions. In separate work we are investigating whether specific clinical viewing tasks can be accurately modeled, including the detection of mammographic features on digital mammograms.

**Are Vision Models Complete Enough?**

Some of the variables from our experiments that had significant effect on the measured CSF function were not represented by the visual models. The most significant difference was caused by multiple levels of surround. Most recent empirical results are based on the presentation of a grating of slight luminance difference
from a constant surround. The stimulus definitions of the models are similarly defined to have only a single surround. In our experimental work \(^7,12\) and in general vision research, \(^30-32\) experimenters have found that the luminance of the surround plays a significant role in the CSF. Because the models calculate contrast sensitivity for targets differing slightly from a single uniform surround luminance, they model an artificial condition where the human observer is most sensitive to distinguishing contrast differences. In most clinical situations, an image will have a certain expected mean luminance (surround) for the overall image, and the stimulus will be a different luminance, often located in smaller local surround, which has yet another mean luminance (and which the observer may concentrate most of their foveal gaze on). A model that allows specification of the more general condition of a large background surround mean luminance, a local target surround mean luminance, and the stimulus luminance should more accurately predict clinical presentation results.

A second area not modeled was the type of stimulus. Because such a large body of research has been done using gratings, the models were also based on gratings with variables to allow for size, number of cycles, and amplitude of the gratings. Objects we wish to detect in medical imaging are more varied, often including blobs or other structures not easily or accurately modeled as gratings. Thus, another enhancement would be to allow the specification of different types of basic visual stimuli, eg. gaussian blobs based on Bijl et al’s\(^{34,25}\) or others work. Human observers are most sensitive to line or bar-type objects in detection tasks, so gratings by themselves do serve as a good upper bound for our most sensitive responses.

The third concern was the length of time the observer viewed the presentation. Radiologists generally scan images in one of two modes: directed, eg. to rule out a mass in the upper left lobe, versus undirected, eg. looking at the lungs as an aside during a shoulder bone x ray. In a directed search, the clinician will likely spend more time carefully and exhaustively searching the area of interest. On an undirected search, a quicker, more cursory search is made. One way of modeling these two modes would be for the visual models to have a parameter corresponding to the length of time the image is presented to the observer. Previous vision experimental work has shown that detection can depend on the length of presentation. For example, in Bijl et al\(^{25}\), they found that for presentation times of 0.13 and 0.25 seconds, the temporal properties of the stimulus play a role, whereas for longer presentation times of 0.50 and 1.0 seconds, detection is mainly determined by the spatial characteristics of the stimulus. In our experimental work, including our most recent experiment (see Experimental Results) we generally found that performance increases with longer presentation times (although our times usually varied between 1 and several seconds). Although presentation time seems to be an important factor to quantify, it is not currently a parameter of the visual models.

In addition to the above three effects, there are other variables that affect the CSF, notably image content and visual task.\(^{33}\) Barrett suggests two classes of tasks: classification and estimation, with classification (including detection) being the usual task in radiology.\(^{34}\) Burbeck and Pizer\(^{35}\) suggest classifying the visual tasks as detection, object and structure extraction, and recognition. In modeling the CSF for contrast threshold detection, we are only considering the detection aspect, and effort should be made to study the effects of the higher level functions as well. Although it would be desirable to incorporate all of these effects, we are not currently aware of theoretical or experimental results that would allow the definition and incorporation of the other effects into the visual models.

Can a Representative CSF Be Determined?

Because the predictions made from visual models are expected to be accurate for the specific presentation conditions described by the parameters and not necessarily for the more general situation encountered in the display of medical image data, we face the problem of choosing a specific visual model, and more importantly, parameters of that model that are representative of a range of clinical conditions. To address this issue, we determined the range of values for each of the parameters of the Barten model,\(^{13}\) and then calculated the result-
ing CSF values for all possible combinations of these parameter values. Analysis of the resulting CSF values showed a concentration of values in one region. Furthermore, when the CSF values were plotted versus the luminance axis as needed for modeling the luminance to perceived brightness relationship, the result was a family of curves with similar shape with respect to the luminance axis, and slightly different heights with respect to the CSF axis. From this result a single representative CSF curve, matching the most sensitive CSF values from the family of curves was chosen. Although this single choice of parameters can not accurately model all possible clinical applications, it serves two important purposes. First, it describes the shape of the curve that is representative of the family of curves. This is important because perceptual linearizations are not affected by multiplicative changes (height of CSF curve), which simply scale the size of the threshold steps, but only the shape of the curve. Second, it provides us with a good upper bound target for designing our DA LUM curves because it represents the highest sensitivity achievable under expected clinical conditions. Importantly, the specific parameters of the CSF identified in our work closely matched those arrived at independently by Blume et al.

**Experimental Results**

Little work has been done in this area. The only previous published work the authors are aware of was the initial work performed at UNC during the development of perceptual linearization. Although these experiments were performed mainly in the interest of actually measuring and implementing perceptual linearization on display systems in our laboratory, effort was made to make the experimental tasks realistic for medical image presentation conditions.

We recently conducted two additional experiments to address three specific questions: how would an experimentally measured clinical task compare with the predicted Barten CSF curve (as well as with our earlier experiments); what was the interobserver variability; and did the presentation time difference modeling the effect of directed versus undirected search (4 seconds vs 1 second) cause a significant difference in CSF values? The CSF curves were found to be similar in shape to those predicted by the visual models, but with some differences caused by insufficient contrast resolution of the DAC on our display system, and visual effects not accounted for by the model. Measurement of the interobserver variability is important if perceptual linearization is used for display function standardization. For the five observers used in our previous experiments we did not find a significant difference in different observers contrast threshold values. However, with the larger number of subjects in these experiments, we found a statistically significant difference in contrast threshold values for the different observers using a nonparametric randomized block analysis of variance calculation. However, importantly, the shape of the curve was consistent for all observers, meaning that the same perceptual linearization can be used because linearization is insensitive to multiplicative changes as discussed earlier. However, this does imply that for perceptual linearization to work as a method of standardization, it must be based on the more sensitive subjects, i.e., the smallest contrast threshold values. This also implies that the steps in luminance values between adjacent DDLs must be less than the observer’s smallest contrast threshold value for those luminances. Shortening presentation times generally has the effect of decreasing performance as the task becomes more difficult. In these experiments, detecting the target was more difficult when the local surround was significantly different from that of the global surround. A significant interaction was found between presentation time and local surround luminance, with poorer performance (smaller CSF values) when local surrounds differed more from the global surround and when presentation time was short.

**Discussion of CSF Choices**

Although there are differences between the predictions from models and our experimental results, we know that both the Daly and Barten models provide good predictions for empirical vision research results. Also, the models predict similarly shaped curves compared with our results, only shifted upwards reflecting higher (more sensitive) CSF values. Because the model can easily be used to provide predictions for the CSF for specific clinical situations, as well as
generalized or representative CSF curves to compare against, using the models provides an advantage over using results from specific experiments. More importantly, the adoption of a specific mathematical formula for calculating the CSF as part of the perceptual linearization would accrue the significant advantage of allowing it to be standardized and easily implemented on all display systems. Thus, as recently proposed by Blume et al., we also recommend using a model such as Barten’s or Daly’s for the CSF function as a basis for calculating the resulting linearization display function from the inverse of CSF*DACLUM and the adoption of specific parameters to these models (based on either the previous Blume et al. or Hemminger et al. results). However, we would recommend that such models be extended to incorporate multiple levels of surround, different types of stimuli, and presentation times as parameters. Also, until the differences between the model’s predictions and our empirical results are more completely explained, one should bear in mind that the model may overestimate the CSF values compared with experimental results for stimuli more similar to medical image presentations.

DAC TO LUMINANCE RELATIONSHIP

The DACLUM curve shows the digital driving levels and how they correspond to luminances generated on the monitor. An example for our Sun Sparc2 workstation (Sun Microsystems Inc, Mountain View, CA) is shown in Fig 3. There are three important attributes: the overall luminance range of the monitor; the number of digital driving levels of the DAC; and the distribution of output voltages of the DAC for these levels.

Luminance Range of Monitors and Film

The luminance range of a standard workstation monitor is ~0 to 100 cd/m², with some medical image displays ranging up to ~200 cd/m², and monitors capable of 600 cd/m² currently under development. For comparison, the maximum luminance of a standard light box is 2,056 cd/m², a mammography lightbox is 3,426 cd/m², and a hot lamp is 17,130 cd/m². These values are from standard clinical equipment in our department, and are not through film, so the maximum luminance when emitted through the lowest densities on film will be slightly less.

Number of DAC DDLs

Except for special purpose or prototype DACs, all the DACs made today for gray-scale monitors support 8 bits of contrast information resulting in 256 input levels. Most digital representations of medical image data are 4,096 levels (12 bits), although in some modalities sometimes slightly less than this number of levels contain significant information. Thus, the 4,096 possible input image data values must be represented as one of only 256 output DAC values. How many output levels are clinically necessary depends on the image, the image processing, and the specific clinical task.

Clearly, a trade-off is being made in not presenting all the information in the image data in a single presentation. Thus, from an information transfer standpoint, we are compromising the data if we use anything less than a 12-bit DAC to achieve 4,096 levels equally spaced in perceptual space, although the spacing between DDLs would be less than one contrast threshold step in this case. However, from a clinical standpoint, we may be able to make a satisfactory clinical decision with fewer DDLs than the upper bound of 4,096 levels. To date, the authors are not aware of careful scientific studies that have evaluated the number of levels needed for specific clinical tasks. Some authors have attacked the lower bound of this problem by trying to answer the question, “how many DDLs is too few?” Most of these efforts have addressed the question of when the observer sees texture-contouring artifacts caused by the use of too few DDLs. Sezan et al. found that texture artifacts in radiographs could be avoided by using at least 9 to 10 bits with a visual model-based CSF (logarithmic, ¼ power, and local cone), whereas using a default identity mapping still showed quantization artifacts at 12 bits. However, it is important to remember that these studies have addressed the question of whether a visual artifact is detected, not whether clinical performance changes.

The contrast threshold relationship between ΔL/L and L at each DDL is shown for our Sun monitor with an 8-bit DAC in Fig 3. An identity
mapping (no perceptual linearization) is used, and the analog contrast and brightness levels on the monitor are set to maximize the luminance range of the monitor while not introducing visual artifacts such as blooming. To represent the monitor characteristics as a contrast threshold function, we calculated the contrast threshold, $\Delta L/L$, as

$$\Delta L/L = (L[DDL_{n+1}] - L[DDL_n])/\left[\frac{L[DDL_n] + L[DDL_{n+1}]}{2}\right]$$

where $n$ ranges across all the DDL values (1 to 256), and $L[DDL_n]$ is the luminance at DDL $n$. Overlaid on Fig 3 is our representative CSF curve and the most recent UNC experimental results, as described in the previous section. By interpolating between the values of an 8-bit DAC, we have estimated what the 10-bit and 12-bit DACs with similar distributions might look like (Fig 3). Ideally, to see as many distinct gray levels as possible, the contrast threshold step sizes for the monitor curves should be equal to or less than the CSF curve. However, in Fig 3, the 8-bit DAC curve is entirely above the CSF curve, whereas the 10-bit DAC curve is close to the representative CSF curve, and the 12-bit DAC curve is completely below it. In Fig 3, the default monitor curves are based on identity mappings rather than ones that properly match the CSF curve, so we would expect from the work on quantization artifacts that fewer levels will be required when the distribution of luminance levels of the DAC are better matched to a CSF. Figure 3 suggests that around 10 bits for a CSF matched function or 12 bits for a default identity mapping would be required to represent each contrast threshold step. This correlates well with the results of Sezan et al.

**Distribution of DAC Luminance Levels**

As important as the number of levels supported by the DAC is the distribution of output voltage levels produced. DACs generally produce a uniform linear function distribution of voltage levels versus the input DDLs. These voltage levels are input to the monitor’s CRT, which directs a beam of electrons onto the phosphorescent material coating the surface of the monitor. The luminous output of the phosphor is not directly proportional to the input driving voltage level, but instead, roughly follows a nonlinear power function. Ideally, the step sizes between the adjacent DDLs should be constant on a perceived brightness scale. This matching of the DACLUM and CSF curves maximizes the transfer of contrast information to the human observer. However, in actual practice, there are often significant variations.

Although the monitor curves are similar in shape to the representative CSF curve in Fig 3 above, there are several important differences. First, the slope on the monitor curves is different from the representative CSF at low luminances ($10^{-3}$ to $10^{-1}$) and at high luminances (0 to $5 \times 10^2$). This implies that the DACLUM curve does not match the CSF curve well, thus it does not optimize the transfer of contrast information. A second point is that there is significant variation in the contrast threshold step size along the monitor curves. Variations in $\Delta L/L$ values appear as up and down movements (spikes) along the contrast threshold curve in Fig 3. At low luminances, there are extreme
variations because at some points $\Delta L/L$ is nearly 0 between adjacent DDLs, whereas in other cases there is a very small luminance change at a very small average luminance values, resulting in $\Delta L/L$ being nearly equal to 1. From 0 to 10 cd/m², the $\Delta L/L$ values are mostly the same, with only a few values significantly different (seen as small spikes); however, from 20 cd/m² to 80 cd/m², there is greater variation, often with one interval having $\Delta L/L$ values twice that of their adjacent neighboring intervals. The large variations in the low luminance and higher luminance ranges undermine the proportionality needed to achieve perceptual linearization.

**Discussion of Monitor Design Choices**

Several changes in the design of monitors would help improve the number and distribution of distinguishable luminance levels producible on the monitor. First, increasing the luminance range of a monitor would increase its potential PDR. However, it is apparent that, at least for our representative CSF curve and for the latest UNC experiments as shown in Fig 3, almost all of the 256 levels are at least one contrast threshold step apart, and thus increasing the luminance range would not result in a significantly greater PDR. To take advantage of a larger luminance range, more digital driving levels on the DAC are required.

Second, the number of bits on the DAC needs to be increased to increase the number of DDLs available. The exact number required is difficult to determine, and may well depend on the task. However, according to studies measuring quantization artifacts, it seems likely that 10 bits are required if the distribution matches the CSF; more are required if the distribution does not. This correlates well with analysis of the CSF representative curve which suggests that about 10 bits are required for an example workstation monitor. It may well be useful to increase the number of bits all the way to 12 bits to completely represent the input displayable intensities, as well as provide additional levels to help compensate for poor distributions of luminance levels. Although these arguments suggest the need for 10 or more bits in the DAC, work needs to be done to evaluate whether clinical performance improves as the number of bits is increased above 8.

Third, whereas the DACLUM curve for existing display systems is somewhat similar to CSF curves, changing the distribution of the DAC luminance levels to more accurately match the curvature of the CSF curve and minimizing the fluctuations in the DACLUM curve would improve the proportionality of the final DAC-to- perceived-brightness relationship. The authors are not aware of previous work examining nonstandard DAC distributions based on matching CSF distributions.

**Calculating the Linearization Function**

The characteristics of the human observer's visual system, ie, the range of perceived brightness and the contrast sensitivity over that range, are essentially fixed, although these vary somewhat depending on viewing conditions, image content, and visual task. The provider of the display system controls the three factors of the DACLUM relationship: the monitor luminance range, the number of discrete levels of the DAC, and the distribution of the resulting luminance levels. These are usually determined by economic factors. In the ideal situation, the manufacturer of the display system would support a perceptually uniform system through a DAC luminance distribution that matches the human visual CSF. If this is not practical, then the display system can be perceptually linearized by a postlinearization remapping step. Several methods for computing a linearization function from the DACLUM and CSF curves have been suggested. Essentially the task is to compose the DACLUM and CSF functions into a single function and then derive the inverse of this function. Applying this inverse function to the displayable intensities, eg, through a display lookup table (ie, LUT in Fig 1) will result in a proportional relationship between the displayable intensities and the sensation of perceived brightness.

**Calculation of Perceptual Linearization Function**

Pizer and Chan, in their initial description of perceptual linearization, gave both an intuitive and a formal analytical approach. In the intuitive approach one calculates

$$L_i = L_{i-1} + (L_{i-1}) \times \left[1/(\text{CSF}(L_{i-1}))\right],$$

(2)
until $L_i$ reaches or exceeds the luminance of the maximum DDL. $L_i$ represents the luminance at the $i$th DDL value, and $(I/CSF(L_0))$, the contrast threshold at luminance $L_0$. Thus in the intuitive formulation one simply steps 1 contrast threshold in luminance at each step, starting at the minimum luminance, until the maximum luminance is reached. The analytical formulation is given by Pizer and Chan and the specifics of implementing the linearization by Cromartie et al.$^8$ Also, an approximation that further simplifies the analytical solution is given by Ji et al.$^{37}$ In similar work on color scales, other authors have developed methods that super sample in the perceptual scale, and then choose the closest digital driving scale of the monitor.$^{38,39}$

In all of these approaches, the final step takes a calculated desired luminance level and then selects the DDL that most closely matches this luminance. Because there are limited discrete samples in the DDL range (256), and because they are often not distributed in a fashion matching the CSF function, errors may be introduced during each of these matching steps. Overall, this error may negate the intended effect of equal perceptual steps if the values are not chosen with regard to minimizing the perceptual error of the overall process. Examples of this can be seen in Fig 4, which shows a linearization function previously used in our laboratory versus the standard monitor curve and the representative CSF curve. As observed earlier, there is significant variation in the monitor step sizes at very low luminance levels, small spikes in the midrange, and larger variation (up to 200% changes in step sizes) in higher luminance levels. Surprisingly, though, the linearized curve is flawed as well. The variation in step sizes of luminance output levels of the linearization curve is consistently larger than that of the default monitor curve throughout most of the range. This is mainly caused by the distribution of DAC luminance levels not matching the CSF well and suggests that a larger number of DDLs may be necessary to compensate for display systems with suboptimal distributions of DAC luminance levels.

Another important issue is the number of DDLs in the resulting map. As noted in the DACLUM section, the luminance step size between adjacent DDLs should ideally be less than the contrast threshold at that luminance. For a system with a limited number of DDLs with which to work, increasing the number of DDLs used in the linearization remapping usually means increasing the perceptual error in the mapping. Thus, one trades improved contrast resolution (size of contrast threshold step) for quality of the rendition (perceptual error in linearization). Ideally, one would have a way to quantify this tradeoff.

**Optimally Calculating the Linearization Remapping**

None of the above techniques attempt to minimize the error introduced during this matching of $(CSF\cdot DACLUM)^{-1}$ desired luminances and actual available discrete luminance levels. General solutions exist for the similar signal
quantization problem of mapping a continuous variable into a discrete one.\(^{40,41}\) This problem differs in that (1) we have fixed nonuniform spacing of the luminances resulting from the DDLs; (2) we can use any or all of the DDLs in the mapping; (3) we want to minimize the equalness of the steps, not simply the distance from the result sample points to the desired ones; and (4) we would like to maximize the number of DDL levels steps used (to avoid over quantizing the input data) but not at the cost of compromising the accuracy of the linearization. We have proposed the development of an optimal solution to this problem, one that minimizes the perceptual error in the resulting linearization and describes the actual resulting PDR or achievable PDR. In recent work, we have suggested a methodology for calculating the minimum perceptual error in the linearization based on the statistical variance of the contrast threshold of each step of the linearization remapping.\(^{42}\)

Discussion of Linearization

To date, the methods developed have been aimed at simply implementing a reasonable (CSF=DACLUM)\(^{-1}\) function. For many monitors, the limitation of 8-bit DACs and suboptimal luminance distributions (not matching the CSF) mean that calculated linearizations may not be very optimal, and in some cases like the one shown in Fig 4, turn out to be worse than not linearizing. Developers of DACs need to better match their distributions to CSF distributions, both to improve the inherent perceptual linearity of their system, and to better allow for after-market perceptual linearization corrections of the display system. Finally, work needs to be done to compare methods for calculating the remapping function matching the linearization function, (CSF=DACLUM)\(^{-1}\), for a given set of luminance values of a display system.

CONCLUSIONS

Use of Visual Model for CSF

Fairly good models for the CSF (Barten and Daly) exist, but they need to be expanded to include multiple levels of surround, more general types of stimuli, and different viewing times. Although there is no single CSF that can represent all different visual tasks and different clinical viewing conditions, we have derived a single CSF that is representative of most clinical conditions. This CSF function matches the CSF previously recommended by Blume et al, and also, the predictions from it are similar to our most recent experimental results, although the experimental results suggest less sensitivity overall, especially when the stimulus and its local surround are significantly different in luminance from the overall surround to which the eye is adapted. Still, we recommend using the Barten or Daly models for the CSF part of the linearization process. Work needs to be done in comparing visual model-based CSF linearizations with existing default monitor configurations for specific clinical tasks to evaluate whether improvements in clinical performance occur.

Display System Characteristics (DACLUM)

Current DACs are not sufficient, especially as we go to higher luminance monitors. More driving levels are required and, thus, more bits in the DAC. For an optimal DAC luminance distribution (ie, matching the CSF), ~10 bits should be sufficient to eliminate quantization artifacts and to allow step sizes of around one contrast threshold. The distribution of luminance levels of the DAC should more closely match the CSF of the human observer. Increasing the number of available DDLs can compensate somewhat for suboptimal DA CLUM distributions by providing more choices for the linearization step. Work needs to be done evaluating whether the increases in bits in DAC and improved DAC luminance level distributions actually improve clinical performance in observer experiments. Such improvements would have to be traded off against the cost of manufacturing systems with larger numbers of DDLs and better DAC distributions.

Calculation of Linearization Function

Ideally, the linearization would occur in the choice of the DAC luminance distribution. If further correction of the luminance distribution is required, it can be accomplished by applying the inverse of the CSF=DA CLUM relationship via a post remapping step. Several methods for
this exist, but they do not attempt to minimize the error in matching the desired luminance values of the linearization function versus the actual ones available on the DAC. We propose an optimal solution to the linearization remapping calculation that minimizes perceptual error in the linearization and determines the achievable PDR of the display system. Linearizations need to be evaluated to test the benefit of different methods of calculating the linearization remapping.
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